Distance Learning FAQs

Will the choice menus be offered in Spanish?
YES, however D11 uses an outside translation service. This team’s turnaround time is 3-5 days but they are working on a lot of similar requests. Thus, there is a delay of time between the finalizing English tools and sending them to be translated.

Why don’t we see our specific classroom assignments?
Each school site offers varied levels of online interaction. It is always good to check your school sites and/or emails for specific classroom expectations. If there is nothing listed, the school has determined that they will give credit to students for any activities they track from the general district suggestions within the distance learning site.

Some suggestions include connecting with friends, which does not meet the social distancing requirements, why are they included?
Due to the dynamic changing national and state requirements each day, some of the previous suggestions may not meet the most recent requirements once they are published. In addition, because each student/family may have unique needs/interests, students can skip any activity. Students can also build their own choices and list what they found valuable when they do not see any choices that match their time spent at home. There are also tabs for “Gifted and Talented” and “Fun Sites to Stretch All Students’ Brains” in which all students are welcome to include in their learning day.

Where is PE?
The elementary boards offer a specials section with Arts and PE. The middle school and high school visual and performing arts boards include a Dance/PE section. The PE/Athletics team has received the request to offer more possible activities and they will continue to update this section based on your feedback.